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Should Politically Independent Women
Replace Most of the Congress in November?
o

o

o

o

Why is this Important
Dedicated to the Women of America, with a special acknowledgement to Sandra Fluke!
First, to be clear this proposal is not a joke or to be taken lightly! This is a radical, but politically prudent
and practical challenge to the Women of America. It is as serious as the Republican Party’s deliberate
assault on women’s medical rights and against everyone’s voting rights.
I believe that American women of all ages are completely fed-up with the Republican Party and their big
dollar controllers, such as Medical Insurance Industry? Also, that they have had enough of the economic
manipulation of gasoline and food prices perpetuated by both Republicans and Democrats in Congress,
and the President for that matter. If so, then I have a viable political campaign strategy for your
consideration and direct action that will be like throwing a sledge hammer through a Glass Ceiling!
You know ladies, as well as the rest of the 99% of us that none of our social and economic problems will
ever be solved without first removing the primary legislative roadblock – that being the 535 current
members of the US Congress. This year just as every two (2) years, all 435 seats in the US House of
Representatives and 33 (in 2012) or 34 US Senate seats are up for re-election. That equates to 87% of our
legislative problem just waiting to be voted from office
What the leadership of the 2-Party system does not want you, me, or the other 99% of us to know is that
there is a viable approach and still adequate time for We the People to make such electoral history during
the 2012 election cycle! I will keep this brief as possible, and will refer you later to another Internet site
for the details on the campaign strategy and much, much more.
My name is Andrew J (AJ) Wildman. Professional business problem solver and non-fiction
political author (my books are free downloads), including my 2008, 718-page self-published
book, The Second Coming of Common Sense (CS2). Further, I am the 2011 founder of the
Independent American Peasant (AP) Party and a registered 2012 Independent candidate for
President of the United States.
I have personally researched and written about solving our common problems and this electoral necessity
for a decade. I have documented a legal path through the procedural obstacles that the 2-Party system
keeps building to keep Independent candidates, let alone 3rd parties from ruining their monopoly over
legislative power. It will require a well-coordinated group of politically Independent and non-party
affiliated candidates to run against the House and Senate incumbents and the President this year. And,
again there is still time for us to organize and accomplish this over the next seven (7) months!
Therefore, I am here to propose a grassroots, politically Independent, electoral movement organized and
led by American women of all ages. It is to be a true populous campaign to drive this historic
confrontation with our publicly dysfunctional, elected national officials in the Congress and the White
House. Yes, President Obama must be voted out also, but not if he is to be replaced with a Republican.
We could not survive four (4) more years of Bush II economics.
Most important to this critical national effort is that politically Independent women and only women, ages
30 to 65 years of age will be selected to run against as many of the 468 incumbent members of Congress
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running for re-election this year as possible. Research-to-date that indicates 300+ of those offices could
be won under our 2012 Campaign Strategy.
This group of politically Independent women will necessarily be committed to the Common Good of our
citizens before all other individuals and/or groups. Further, they will be joined in the American
Electorate’s mind and heart by their commitment to a truly politically Independent, citizen-oriented,
political platform. A practical solution-driven platform pragmatically written to be acceptable to at least
60% of our citizens!
Let these two (2) baseline public policy points be made extremely clear to all that would choose to join
this grassroots effort. The Conservative 1% and corporations will pay their fair share of taxes and the diehard Liberals will let go of their blanket citizenship dream for millions of federal felons also known as,
Illegal Occupants. We the People, the more than 60% of women and men alike have had enough of both
bleeding extremes…
o

o

o

o

Now, I have always believed that God has a sense of humor and he must be laughing at Rush Limbaugh’s
most recent self-inflicted problem. Rush Limbaugh’s foul mouth and many rude remarks about 30-year
old Sandra Fluke, a brave Georgetown University student may well have provided the public spark
necessary to ignite this grassroots revolution. Under my campaign plan Ms. Fluke could even decide to
run for Congress this year!
In a very practical and politically strategic response to that rude incident and other abuses primarily by
Republicans across the nation this Electoral Revolution can become a reality if the Women of America
decide to make it happen! What follows is a brief overview of our 2012 Electoral Revolution against the
535 true “legislative prostitutes” of the US Congress with their collective 90% public Disapproval rating.
Our primary goal is to replace as many incumbent congressional men and women from both parties as
possible (with particular emphasis on removing the Republicans in Congress). Seriously consider and
accept the truth that the multi-term women in Congress are just as much sold out to lobbyist campaign
donations as the men are…
I am hereby challenging a motivated group of politically, Independent women leaders, with the initial
support of their family and friends, step forward starting in April 2012 and accept this historic task. It is
for American women to be the grassroots organizers, selected Independent candidates, and to work to
replace the incumbent members of Congress from their US Districts (USD) and states.
o

o

o

o

Technically, a person must be at least 30 years old to run for the US Senate and at least 25 years old to
run for the US House. Those accepting this challenge would use their Internet-based social networking
knowledge to self-organize and form the first AP Party Chapter in their US District. It would best be
formed in the first or second most populated city in each of the 435 US Districts across our country.
There are written AP Party procedures to assist them with this activity.
The AP Party Chapters will quickly verify the already posted preliminary 2012 National Ballot
requirements for the House, Senate, and President/VP offices for their respective states. Considering our
timing this state-by-state Ballot strategy will necessarily be accomplished by either direct name Write-in
at the polls or a traditional Petition Drive. In the case of petitions, some require a few hundred and some
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thousands of signatures, but remember there are over 675,000 citizens in each USD to draw upon! Many
states do not have petition deadlines until June, July or August!
Of course we will miss petition deadlines on many states, with partial thanks to the 2-Party’s continued
efforts to make it harder for competition to get on the National Ballot by moving those dates up.
However, our overall plan will get around their electoral roadblocks in the vast majority of states. When
necessary We will employ the Ballot Write-In option still available in 42 states and to a degree never
utilized before in American politics. It will work for us and will stun both the Repubs and Dems!
There is usually no filing fee, but there are in some states. In a few states such as in Florida, a straight fee
can actually be paid in lieu of a petition drive to place a candidate name on the National Ballot!
The AP Party Chapters will select their candidate(s) from those volunteering to run. The selected
candidates will necessarily embrace the 27 proposals and concepts that form the base of the AP Party’s
problem-solving, Independent platform. The AP Chapters and candidates publicly being committed to
that citizen-oriented platform are critical in providing the American Electorate with confidence in the
viability and the Common Purpose of the new Independent political movement.
Regardless of signature counts or fees to be raised consider this fact, ladies. Should some 468 of you set
this Common Good based Electoral Revolution in motion you will be supported by your mothers, sisters,
daughters, grand-mothers, aunts, friends, and other women across America! Add to that group the
complimentary male family members and their network. The American and World Press will go
absolutely ballistic covering what You are making happen in American politics. Just consider how utterly
bored and also frustrated Press is with the current 2012 campaign process! Members of the Press need to
buy gas and food, too! Your collective civil action would become an unstoppable, women’s political
force! Thus, our nationwide grassroots campaign will not need to raise a billion dollars to make it happen
either!
The Arab Spring will become the American Summer… This can be done and You can decide make it
happen! Women of America – the decision to lead is yours.
o

o

o

o

Please follow future postings AP Party Blog OurIAPP.typepad.com and watch for a continuing series of
YouTube videos on the campaign and platform perspectives of the channel, WildmanforPresident.
o

o

o

o

The practical “How to Replace Congress Process” plan and procedure details about this grassroots,
Independent political movement are to be found in my mid-February published, FREE download book,
Common Sense 2012 and Our 99% Solution, located at the American Peasant Party Blog site,
OurIApp.typepad.com. That book highlights the AP Party platform and includes a copy of Proposal #22
that is my detailed model for the involuntary restructuring of the Medical Insurance Industry – one of a
few necessary economic evils required to save our economy. The website offers the whole platform and
much more!
Consider and remember our basic campaign slogan which is not a repeat of, “It’s the economy stupid”.
Ours is,
“No, it’s the cost of living dummy”
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Therefore, Women of America are you ready to assume historic national leadership roles united by a
viable problem-solving platform that will save lives, improve lives, and use our federal tax dollars far
more efficiently. I hope and pray that you are. Proposal #10 in that platform attacks three (3) of my
personal hot buttons those being the tragic numbers of pre-meditated murders and forcible rapes (84,767
‘reported’ in 2010 alone), and pedophile crimes. My other driving issue is a path to home ownership for
all American citizens. Addressing that sensitive property issue is actually the fundamental key to a new
and viable economic system for our nation.
Granted, this is a lot to take in and consider, but You can handle it and the nation urgently needs You to
take decisive action. This is a solitary American man deliberately challenging the Women of America to
join together and work together to take practical control of the USC for the Common Good of us all.
Know that it is the US Congress and the House of Representatives in particular, that controls and drives
the national Budget priorities, thus it needs to be taken under the People’s control.
In the end, the ultimate success of this effort does not result with me in the White House as the next
President of the United States (although I would dearly love that opportunity to serve). It succeeds with
these Independent, women candidates winning well over 50% of the 435 seats in the House of
Representatives and 20+ seats in the US Senate. That can be done and it must be for the Common Good
of our citizens and for our families.
o

o

o

o

As a final thought, some folks think it odd that I would name a new Independent third political party, the
American Peasant Party. However, consider that We all have peasants somewhere back in our ancestry
no matter where they came to America from. In the 1770’s, our national ancestors fought to become
Citizens under a new governing entity called, Democracy. Over these 230+ years economic fortunes have
gone up and down for the Masses, but that Democracy has always held us up against the naturally selfish
forces of wealth and political power.
However, now in early 2012 it is looking more and more like 1940 to the majority of us. The selfishness
of political power over national and state legislation, along with an extreme Have/Have-not imbalance
clearly threatens our society, the economy, and the very survival of our sacred Democracy.
We the People now find ourselves viewed and treated once again by the 1% as mere peasants. It is time
for us to honor those that bravely earned us the US Constitution, by Rightfully using it to reclaim our
government.
As We look across the world today, the peasants in countries like Egypt, Libya, and Syria struggle against
their 1% and in some cases literally their next door neighbors!
Revolution – throughout all of human history is what it is typically called when, in a given country and
time, the peasants have finally suffered too much and are willing to die if necessary to remove their
oppression. We the People in America today, the Masses, have economically reached our moment of
revolution. Our collective suffering is being covered over and prolonged with intentionally distracting
domestic propaganda and false economic forecasts.
However, We need not consider hostile acts such as is seen in Egypt, Libya, Syria, and other countries.
The nation’s Founders under our US Constitution gave us a peaceful path for replacing failed government
officials. Thus, the way We the People can choose to revolt against our domestic oppressors is through
the Electoral Discharge and Recall of the incumbent members of US Congress. This deliberate civil
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action by the American Electorate will finally break the un-elected control over both parties and the
White House by the 1% and the lobbyists of large, self-serving industries.
That is our grim, yet correctable reality today my fellow American citizens. It is our Plain Truth.
So I ask, are You ready to conduct “Our 2012 Electoral Revolution”
I pray that We are…
o

o

o

Take care, A J Wildman
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